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Abstract: A wireless sensor network is an ad hoc network and consists of a number of sensor nodes
spread across a geographical area. Each sensor node is a tiny battery operated device and has a
processor for computing and transceiver for communication. Instead of conventional network measures
such that throughput, latency and bandwidth utilization, energy consumption has great importance and
radio part of the sensor node is the major source of energy consumption. So to minimize energy
consumption, there is need to handle transceiver (radio) intelligently and this is preliminary purpose
of medium access control (MAC) protocol. This thesis analysiss two types of contention based MAC
protocols such as non-adaptive (fixed duty cycle S-MAC) and adaptive (variable duty cycle T-MAC
and TEEM). The average energy consumption behavior of network is simulated in OMNeT++ under
heavy traffic load that varies over time and results are evaluated for linear and grid topologies. The
results from simulations show that adaptive MAC protocols T-MAC and TEEM consume 3.3 and 3.8
times less average energy of network for linear and grid topologies respectively in comparison to non-
adaptive MAC protocol S-MAC. Furthermore, the variation in average energy consumption over the
range of input traffic load is much smaller in TEEM as compared to T-MAC. Therefore TEEM
protocol has stable behavior at heavy traffic load and outperforms T-MAC.
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INTRODUCTION

A Wireless Sensor Network (WSN) generally consists of an array of a number of sensor nodes that
exchange information using the radio links. Wireless sensor networks are attracting a great deal of attention
due primarily to a number of interesting characteristics such as self-organization, fault tolerance and rapid
deployment. The primary design considerations for a WSN comprise of accuracy, flexibility, reliability, cost
effectiveness and ease of deployment. These features render wireless sensor networks highly valuable and they
are finding use in a number of monitoring, surveillance and risk assessment operations for both civilian and
military applications (I. Akyildiz et al., 2002). With advances in technology, sensors and actuators are being
integrated in a number of home appliances e.g., refrigerators, microwave ovens, DVD players and vacuum
cleaners, etc.  These embedded sensors enable these devices to exchange data and can be managed remotely
through Internet.  Sensor nodes normally have one or more sensors, an embedded micro-controller, and low-
power radio transceivers. The senor nodes sense and gather data from their environs and that data needs to
be sent to a processing centre or distributed estimation system where important information is extracted for
critical decision making. The sensor nodes also carry out routing in a multi-hop wireless networking scenarios
and transport data to information local sink nodes or external entities (R. Yadav et al., 2009).

The major issue of wireless sensor networks is its lifetime. The sensor nodes are tiny battery operated
devices and once it’s deployed for any environment it’s very difficult to replace its power source. The radio
part of sensor nodes consumes more power as because whenever nodes communicate, their transmitters and
receivers become functional and draw calculated amount of energy which is more than the energy consumption
of other two parts comparatively (L. Chaari et al., 2010). So, for the sake of utilizing the power source and
improving the lifetime of sensor node, the radio should be operated intelligently and this is the responsibility
of medium access control protocol to access and utilize the medium efficiently. In this study we compare non-
adaptive and adaptive energy efficient medium access control protocols developed specifically for wireless
sensor networks. S-MAC, a non-adaptive protocol and two adaptive protocols T-MAC and TEEM are being
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analyzed here. The emphasis is to evaluate the average energy consumption of sensor network through
extensive simulations for linear and grid network topologies.

The remainder of the paper is organized as: In Section I, a brief introduction to wireless sensor networks
and the issues related to the medium access control protocols for sensor networks is presented. Section II
provides a concise review of contention based medium access control protocols like S-MAC, T-MAC and
TEEM. In Section III, the simulation framework developed for analysis of medium access control protocols
used in wireless sensor networks is presented. Section IV provides the simulation scenarios, results and
discussion. Finally Section V concludes the work.

I. Medium Access Control Protocols in Wireless Sensor Networks:
The role of the medium access control (MAC) protocol in the perspective of sensor networks is the

optimal use of the radio transceiver in terms of available frequency channels and transmission power. The
objective is to transport information generated by the sensor applications as efficiently as possible with the
limited available resources. One of the major concerns in wireless sensor networks is amount of power
consumed in transmission and reception of information messages. Therefore, the more significant performance
objectives in wireless sensor networks include lower power consumption and cost as compared with
performance measures used traditional data networks such as throughput, latency and jitter. This focus on lower
power utilization and cost in wireless sensor networks leads to a different set of design trade-offs for the
medium access control (MAC) protocol. For instance, a medium access control scheme involving continuous
channel monitoring is highly unsuitable for a wireless sensor network.  Whereas a medium access control
(MAC) protocol that puts the network devices to sleep mode would result in lower energy consumption but
would certainly cause higher latency because the devices have to wait a certain before they wake up to resume
communication (Edgar H. Callaway Jr., 2005). Another key factor a medium access control (MAC) protocol
for wireless sensor networks is scalability. Due to very wider range of diverse applications and self-organizing
nature of wireless sensor networks, the MAC protocol has to manage networks of widely varying node
densities and sizes (Edgar H. Callaway Jr., 2005). 

Wireless sensor networks are characterized by low throughputs and channel occupancy is small, resulting
in no or very little traffic on the channels for majority of the time. This fact needs to be taken into account
while designing an efficient MAC with optimal energy utilization for wireless sensor networks. Wireless sensor
networks are primarily ad-hoc in nature and must be self-maintaining, self-organizing and robust.  Generally,
one installed, they are supposed to operate without any human intervention. So the software and hardware
needed for sensor networks should have high level of robustness. The sensor nodes being used now a days
are battery operated and the node’s life time is the major concern; it may in future the nodes could use other
power sources like sunlight, vibration etc but the life time of node would depend on the energy consumption
and energy generation ratio (Muneeb Ali et al., 2006). Therefore, the operation of wireless sensor network
MAC protocol should be utterly steady and reliable under a variety of real-world situations that include diverse
network topologies and data traffic types (K. Langendoen et al., 2005).

Wireless sensor network quite often operate on unlicensed frequency bands and thus share radio spectrum
with other communication systems. The design of MAC protocol is further complicated due the fact that
devices sharing the channel are generally non cooperative and inter-working is not easily possible. The
behavior of devices in such a situation is extremely difficult predict in advance due to presence of a variety
of diverse services and varied interactions among them when they use the same unlicensed bands. This results
in deadlocks and degradation of quality of service (QoS) generally in these communication systems.  It is
important to consider optimized and controlled use of power source and compare the energy consumption of
different parts of node like sensor, computing and the radio parts. It is known that the radio part consumes
more energy as compare to other parts. As radio is being used for communication and all the traffic of network
is dependent on this part, therefore whenever the radio is in operation either transmitting or receiving the
energy is consumed. The MAC protocol is responsible for regulating the use of radio and thus energy efficient
medium access control mechanisms are needed. In the following section, various factors that influence the
energy efficient MAC protocols are briefly discussed.

II. Contention Based MAC Protocols:
There are two broad categories of medium access control (MAC) protocols for wireless sensor networks

which include contention based and slotted (TDMA based) protocols. As far as collision and idle listening are
concerned, TDMA is better than contention based technique because TDMA has built in duty cycle mechanism
through which it can efficiently overcome the energy consumption issues. However, deployment of this
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technique for ad-hoc and especially for wireless sensor networks is very complicated. Scheduling and
coordination with neighboring nodes require huge amount of memory space and TDMA divides time slots or
frames into very short spans and to cater the clock drifting for these short time slots could be harmful for flow
of sensor information (G.P. Halkes et al., 2005).

There could be some other techniques like using more than one radio for sensor nodes, sending some
control information before starting transmission and like PAMAS protocol uses out of band signaling to reduce
the overhearing overhead and achieve maximum throughput along minimum latency (T. van Dam et al., 2003).
But here we are concern with small memory space, battery operated and single radio wireless motes or nodes.
For ad-hoc networks after working on different type of techniques for accessing medium find that IEEE 802.11
could be beneficial due to its nature to handle contention based issues for networks.  The in band signaling
(RTS/CTS messages) is borrowed by IEEE 802.11 which is very popular wireless network protocol (MACAW)
to reduce the collision caused by so-called hidden nodes (W. Ye et al., 2002). In addition, the power save
mode of IEEE 802.11 accelerates the research related activities for medium access control protocols related
issues of wireless sensor networks. In this mode the nodes can operate radio periodically in listen and sleep
states by keeping in mind traffic load.

The three important contention based medium access control protocols, S-MAC (W. Ye et al., 2002), T-
MAC (T. van Dam et al., 2003) and TEEM (Changsu Suh et al., 2005) used in wireless sensor networks are
being analyzed in this work.  S-MAC is the reference MAC protocol that is non-adaptive. The remaining two
are adaptive MAC protocols that have been derived from S-MAC.

S-MAC:
Sensor MAC (S-MAC) is the protocol designed for scalability and collision avoidance, but lacks

mechanisms to utilize the radio in efficient way so that optimum power could be consumed. It has firm grip
on other energy consumption overheads like idle listening, collision, overhearing and control overhead. For the
sake of designing the S-MAC it has divided into three components: periodic listen and sleep, collision and
overhearing avoidance and message passing (W. Ye et al., 2002). S-MAC is actually inherits the properties
of basic CSMA and IEEE 802.11 medium access protocols designed for Ethernet and wireless network. In
many sensor network applications, the nodes utilize most of their time in idle state until some sensor event
triggered. Although bandwidth utilization and through put are not the major focused areas and we require to
operate the sensor nodes for long time period without replacing its power sources. So, to overcome the idle
listening issues, S-MAC come up with periodic listening and sleeping. Every node turn off its radio for some
time and set a timer to awake latter to check either some node want to communicate with it or not. During
the sleeping period every node keeps the track of sensor information in packets or messages and maintains a
queue for it. As soon as it enters into active part of time frame, starts communication (W. Ye et al., 2002).

Now there could be problem among different nodes to get to know who is listening and who is sleeping.
If two nodes are unable to talk to each other due to there different listen/sleep schedules then it would cause
the packet or message loss and increase the complications in data flow to over come we would need to embed
some control information and it would increase the cost of control overhead. So, to reduce control overhead,
S-MAC prefers neighboring nodes to synchronize together. In this way, nodes would listen and sleep at the
same time. But in multi-hop network there require more tuning in this mechanism. Nodes just broadcast their
schedules to all their neighboring nodes and every node would maintain a schedule table. Whenever any node
find some what different schedule it could check in its table and start behaving like that. So, due to this
approach there could exist more than one synchronization schedules in sensor network. Virtual carrier sensing
is also embedded with S-MAC protocol along with RTS/CTS mechanism to avoid collisions (W. Ye et al.,
2002). Experiments have shown that based on the data traffic conditions, S-MAC can provide a trade-off
between energy efficiency and message latency. Due to its listen/sleep periodic organization of radio utilization,
it could save 50% power as compare to IEEE 802.11 MAC which actually keeps its radio turn on round the
clock (W. Ye et al., 2002).

T-MAC:
T-MAC is an adaptive protocol developed by inheriting properties of S-MAC protocol. It works on

listen/sleep schedule but adaptively could have ability to shorten or widen the listen interval according to traffic
conditions and this all happens by introducing time-out mechanism. The time-out value is represented by TA.
It is constituted of a small contention period and time required for an RTS/CTS exchange. Within TA interval,
if no activity is detected by a node (incoming message or collision), the node is put to sleep on the assumption
that communication is not needed (G.P. Halkes et al., 2005). Whereas, on detecting a communication activity,
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the node will begin a new time-out once the communication ends. It further adjusts the sleep schedule based
on the prevalent transmission patterns.

Synchronization is inspired by virtual clustering technique expressed in S-MAC protocol (just expressed
but not implemented in S-MAC). When any node becomes alive, it begins by listening and waiting phases.
In case the node fails to hear anything for certain time duration, a frame schedule is chosen by the node and
a SYNC packet is transmitted. A number of next frames can also be handled by this frame schedule. During
startup phase, if a SYNC packet from another node is heard, the node transmits a SYNC packet following the
schedule in received SYNC packet.  In the same way, nodes have ability to adopt other schedules by different
nodes. Nodes have ability to start transmission in their own listen time startup and can coordinate with
neighbor nodes efficiently.  The virtual clustering is easy to implement in adaptive MAC protocols as compare
to fixed length listen time because listen time overlap (G.P. Halkes et al., 2005).

TEEM:
TEEM (Traffic aware, Energy Efficient MAC) is another adaptive medium access control protocol. This

protocol also uses the cyclic listen/sleep mechanism for handling the radio part of the node.  The major focus
of this protocol is to tune the S-MAC according to traffic condition or load. The TEEM protocol incorporates
two fundamental changes in the S-MAC protocol that result in minimizing energy consumption. The first one
is to turn off the radios of nodes much earlier in case the probability of data transfer is small. The second
change relates to elimination of the RTS message when there is higher likelihood of data transfer (Changsu
Suh et al., 2005). Whereas in S-MAC, the probability of data transfer is never taken into account with the
result that each node has to remain active throughout the entire listen period and thus it consumes higher
energy. By avoiding such a prolonged active listen period through prediction of likelihood of data traffic, the
energy consumption can be significantly reduced.

For S-MAC, the listen period comprises of three parts, one each for SYNC, RTS, and CTS packets.
Whereas, for TEEM, the listen period is constituted of two parts only:  “SYNCdata” period,  the part of listen
period used for the SYNC messages in case there is data traffic to be delivered, and “SYNCnodata” period,
the second part that is used in case when there is no data traffic. Each node in TEEM is trying to estimate
the probable time for sending SYNC messages based on the prediction of availability of data traffic. The node
will delay sending its SYNC packet when it does not have any data traffic i.e. it will actually prolong the
“SYNCnodata” period. All nodes may be put to sleep mode for a much longer interval and thus consuming
the very minimal energy. Further reduction of listen period can be made for certain cases by piggybacking RTS
with SYNC packet (Changsu Suh et al., 2005). Therefore, TEEM is adaptive since the lengths of listen and
sleep modes are not fixed rather variable depending thee the data traffic.

III. Simulation Model and Analysis: 
In this section, a simulation model for analyzing the average energy consumption in wireless sensor

networks employing both non-adaptive (fixed duty cycle S-MAC) protocol and adaptive (variable duty cycle
T-MAC and TEEM) contention based medium access control protocols is presented. Further various simulation
configurations used are discussed, the results gathered through extensive simulation experiments are presented
and analyzed as well. 

Simulator Framework:
All experiments are conducted using the Objective Modular Network Test-bed in C++ (OMNeT++ 3.2

framework) which is a discrete event simulator (A. Varga et al., 2001). Within the OMNET++ framework, an
extended simulation environment known as MAC Simulator 0.2.2 (MAC Simulator) for medium access control
protocols of wireless sensor networks is being used for this study. We enhanced this MAC Simulator by
incorporating the model for TEEM (Traffic aware Energy Efficient MAC) protocol and conducted this
comparative study. A realistic model of the EYES (T. van Dam et al., 2003) wireless sensor nodes has been
built with MAC Simulator. The model has the same limits on clock resolution and precision, transmission bit
rates, radio turn around time (which is 12 micro seconds) and wake up time (which is 518 micro seconds) as
the EYES nodes do. Energy consumption of sensor nodes depends upon the utilization of radio (RFM TR1001
used in real EYES nodes) in different states like transmission, reception and sleep, so the amount of energy
in the real nodes use: 10mA, 4mA and 20 μA respectively. In addition, energy consumed by the computing
part of sensor nodes is neither considered nor calculated and the MAC Simulator can be run in console mode
only for the time being. 
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From several different communication patterns for wireless sensor networks such as nodes to sink, local
uni-casting and local broadcasting), only ‘nodes to sink’ type of communication is being considered for this
study.  This communication pattern uses random shortest path algorithm for routing purpose. For each packet,
all possible next hops are considered and the eligibility is won by the hop having shortest path to the final
destination with respect to source node. Every time new path is chosen randomly and packets flow in the right
direction. No control packets are involved during ‘nodes to sink’ communication and next hop is identified
auto-magically. Multi-hop packets travel at least two hops per frame time (T. van Dam et al., 2003). The
sensor part of any node among the sensor network is the preliminary traffic initiator. After identifying the
event, processing part generates a packet with the help of MAC and routing protocols and this packet is
handed over to radio part and radio part is responsible for nodes to nodes communication. Within the sensor
node, communication takes place through messages among different parts or layers and radio part is being
controlled by the MAC layer (Peng Lin et al., 2004). The radio of sensor nodes is able to communicate with
its neighboring nodes very easily and the distance among the nodes is constant or fixed in simulator. Although
this simulation environment is not realistic like real sensor networks with respect to location of sensor nodes,
however it permits a comparative study of various protocols in a statistically identical environment.

Simulation Configurations:
The common configuration parameters for OMNeT++ Framework and MAC Simulator are kept constant.

And MAC layer protocol specific configuration parameters are set according to S-MAC (W. Ye et al., 2002),
T-MAC (T. van Dam et al., 2003) and TEEM (Changsu Suh et al., 2005). Simulation time is kept 30 seconds
for all simulations and communication pattern is ‘nodes to sink’ type of communication. Every packet has 20
bytes payload excluding medium access control header, medium access control header for all protocols is
comprised of 6 bytes. To create heavy traffic in simulations, we specify packet generation interval for whole
simulation environment and this takes effect on every node equally or randomly according to active or idle
pattern specification. Two types of network arrangements are considered like ‘linear network’ arrangement and
‘grid network’ arrangement. The simulator assigns numbers to all nodes serially by starting from zero in left
down corner as shown in Fig. 1 and Fig. 2. The energy consumption of every node is calculated on the basis
of time consumed by that node in different radio states like transmission, reception and sleep. In addition,
every node keeps track of many other parameters like number of packets transmitted, received and dropped,
transmission/reception overheads and reception overhearing, etc.

Frame duration is set to be 1 second and during this period, the amount of data transfer corresponds to
as permitted by a particular MAC protocol. S-MAC actually inherits the properties of IEEE 802.11 medium
access control protocol for wireless and has reduced the radio utilization up to 50%. So, for this simulation
work, S-MAC has 500 ms active time and 500 ms sleep time. In the same way, T-MAC and TEEM have
active time 15 ms and 83 ms respectively. Especially for T-MAC, 15 ms is not an active time but its activity
timeout which is represented with TA; due to this activity timeout mechanism, radio could save maximum of
its energy when there is no traffic. As far as sleep time is concerned, both of these are adaptive techniques
that have inherited S-MAC properties with extended features. Due to adaptive nature of these medium access
control protocols, radio’s utilization is controlled dynamically and sleep time is not fixed like S-MAC protocol.
Therefore sleep time could vary for each frame according to traffic load or protocol specifications.

Fig. 1: Linear Topology for Wireless Sensor Networks

In all experiments, the left down corner node is considered as a sink node for both types of network
arrangements. To simulate packets truly, Time-To-Live (TTL) field is also fixed according to the size of
network. As we are using ‘nodes to sink’ type of communication pattern so there are three kinds of packet
aggregation techniques facilitated with MAC Simulator. One is no-aggregation mode and the purpose of this
mode is to transmit and receive packets without playing the contents of packets. Other two aggregation modes
are concatenation mode and average mode. In concatenation mode, every node which comes on the way of 
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Fig. 2: Grid Topology for Wireless Sensor Networks

source node and sink node would get packet information and concatenate its own sensor results and forward
it. In average mode, every node would get packet information and averaged with its own results and forward
toward sink node. Every packet which will be generated by any node would be delivered securely to sink node
whatever ‘nodes to sink’ communication’s mode is selected. Wireless sensor networks have many applications
and these modes introduced here totally application dependent. In general if we survey wireless sensor
networks and its applications, most of the sensor nodes report similar type of results to sink node. If we
concatenate or average the results and finally get one resultant at sink node, it could save a lot of redundant
information but it would cost, on node processing. Therefore for this comparative study, no-aggregation mode
of ‘nodes to sink’ type of communication pattern is chosen for to generate heavy traffic load.

IV. Simulation Results and Analysis:
We evaluate the performance of contention based medium access control protocols for sensor network by

assessing the average energy consumption. For this study, the energy consumption is determined for the input
sequence of traffic load varying from 82 bytes per node per seconds to 120 bytes per node per seconds.  The
performance metric is average energy consumption per node (avg mA/node) of network. Since throughput and
latency are not completely unimportant, especially for ‘nodes to sink’ type of communication or multi-hop
pattern, 90% of all messages are considered to be correctly delivered to the sink node. The results are collected
for two network topologies, Linear and Grid.

Linear Topology:
For the Linear network configuration, four scenarios are considered starting with ‘1 x 3’ linear grid where

two nodes are sending data and one node is receiving data (called sink node). The comparative performance
for the three MAC protocols is depicted in Fig. 3. For S-MAC, the average energy consumption is
approximately four times higher than that in T-MAC and TEEM. However, T-MAC shows slight variation in
energy consumption results in comparison to the TEEM protocol which has a very stable behavior across of
the whole range of traffic load. The second scenario is ‘1 x 5’ linear grid where two nodes are sending data
and one node is receiving data (called sink node). Similarly, other two scenarios include ‘1 x 7’ and ‘1 x 9’
linear grids. 

The comparative MAC performance for the ‘1 x 5’ linear grid is shown in Fig. 4. It is observed that S-
MAC protocol’s average energy consumption is same as compared with that in the ‘1 x 5’ linear grid but for
T-MAC and TEEM protocols energy consumption has increased by 35 to 40 %. And looking at the T-MAC
energy consumption behavior, it can be seen that by increasing number of nodes in network, higher variation
is observed in T-MAC results. 
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Fig. 3: Simulation Results for ‘1x3’ Linear Topology

In Fig. 5, the performance comparison for the ‘1 x 9’ linear topology is presented. A 95% confidence
interval has also been computed as depicted in the results. Again, S-MAC shows about four times higher
energy consumption in comparison with the other two MAC schemes.  Further, both S-MAC and T-MAC
experience some instabilities whereas TEEM provided improved performance with better stability. Cumulatively,
It is evident that in linear network configurations, T-MAC and TEEM protocols outperform S-MAC by a factor
of 3.3 on the average. Moreover TEEM shows more stable and improved results, if compared with T-MAC.

Fig. 4: Simulation Results for ‘1x5’ Linear Topology

Grid Topology:
For the Grid network configuration, three scenarios have been simulated. The first one is a ‘3x5’ Grid

configuration where there are 15 nodes arranged in a rectangular grid. In this arrangement, the number of rows
of sensor nodes in network is gradually increased. This provided two other simulation scenarios:  ‘4x5’ and
‘5x5’Grid configurations.  In each of these scenarios, the traffic load is varied from 82 bytes per node per
seconds to 120 bytes per node per seconds. Similar to the Linear configuration, the average energy
consumption of network is determined. The comparative performance results of the WSN contention based
MAC protocols in the three Grid scenarios are depicted in Fig. 6, Fig. 7 and Fig. 8 respectively. From Fig.
6, it is evident that for the ‘3 x5’ grid topology, both T-MAC and TEEM consume approximately four times
less energy than S-MAC. 
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Fig. 5: Simulation Results for ‘1x9’ Linear Topology.

Fig. 6: Simulation Results for ‘3x5’ Grid Topology

It can be seen from Fig.7 and Fig. 8 that in case of ‘4 x5’ and ‘5 x5’ grids, performance similar to that
for the ‘3 x 5’ grid is achieved. Both T-MAC and TEEM protocol outperform S-MAC by a factor of about
four in average energy consumption. For the ‘5 x 5’ grid case, a 95% confidence interval for all the results
is also computed to validate the simulation behavior. It is further noted that the operation of TEEM is very
stable across the range of traffic load considered in the analysis whereas some instabilities are experience in
performance of both S-MAC and T-MAC. Overall, in all three scenarios of grid configuration, the T-MAC and
TEEM protocols outperform the S-MAC protocol by a factor of 3.8 and TEEM shows stable average energy
consumption level in comparison to rest of two medium access control protocols in terms of energy
consumption behavior.
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Fig. 7: Simulation Results for ‘4x5’ Grid Topology

Fig. 8: Simulation Results for ‘5x5’ Grid Topology

V. Conclusions:
This work has addressed the comparative performance analysis in terms of energy consumption behavior

for contention based medium access control protocols for wireless sensor networks. In many sensor network
applications, nodes are in idle for a long time if no sensing event happens. So, to overcome idle listening these
protocols follow the listen/sleep schedule. We have considered S-MAC which is a non-adaptive (fixed duty
cycle) protocol and rest of two T-MAC and TEEM are adaptive (variable duty cycle) protocols. The primary
goal of these medium access control protocols is to minimize average energy consumption of network so that
network life time could be enhanced but these protocols have some limitations and involve several trade-off
as well. S-MAC was the first medium access control protocol that became popular after introducing its novel
listen/sleep schedule to minimize energy consumption along with self configuration of network nodes and trade-
off latency according to traffic conditions. T-MAC also works towards optimizing power consumption
efficiently with overhearing avoidance at the cost of maximum throughput as trade-off. TEEM as well also tries
to overcome average energy consumption and avoid fully active listen interval by utilizing traffic information
of each sensor node. Using a model developed in OMNET++, an extensive set of simulations have been
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conducted in this work to evaluate the performance of S-MAC, T-MAC and TEEM. Several scenarios
consisting of a variable number of nodes in two different network arrangements, the Linear and the Grid have
considered. In almost all cases, the performance achieved in terms of average energy consumption for both
adaptive protocols, T-MAC and TEEM, is about three to four times better than that of S-MAC, the non-
adaptive protocol. For example, for the Linear network configurations, S-MAC network consumes 3.3 times
more power in comparison to adaptive medium access control protocols, T-MAC and TEEM. Further, TEEM
shows very stable and optimized energy consumption level throughout all linear network configuration.
Similarly for the Grid scenarios, S-MAC consumes 3.8 times more power as compared to T-MAC and TEEM
protocols. Moreover, higher variability and instability in energy consumption is observed in Grid configurations
for all three medium access control protocols as compared with linear configurations. However, the TEEM
protocol exhibits highly stable and optimized power consumption behavior across the whole range of traffic
load and network configurations. It is also evident from this analysis that the adaptive medium access control
protocols provide optimized energy consumption performance as compared with non adaptive (fixed duty cycle)
protocols.
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